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Dear Art of Voice Acting Contributor:
Re: request for rights clearance:
I am currently preparing a manuscript for publication with Routledge, an imprint of Taylor & Francis. I would
be grateful if you would grant me permission to use the material noted below for inclusion in an upcoming
edition of my book, The Art of Voice Acting:
Please put an "X" to indicate your submission type(s). Submit a separate form for each contribution.
An article/post discussing a technique, tip, story or other textual content (600- 1,000 words)
A form, PDF file or other support material accompanying a technique or tip
Original graphic design images intended to support a voiceover concept or character sketches
A script demonstrating a genre of voiceover copy (1 or more. Please include audio if possible.)
An audio example associated with a submitted script (1 or more. Please include script if poss.)
A video example associated with a submitted script (1 or more)
Other (describe): __________________________________________________________
Title of work:
The rights included in this release are non-exclusive world rights in all languages for reproduction in all forms and
media, including electronic or other media now known or to be created in the future. You are granting permission for
me to include your material in its entirety or edited as might be needed in the above-mentioned book and in future
revisions and editions of the book published by Routledge or its licensees or any other publisher, posting on the
book's supporting web site, and in materials that accompany my workshops and training events. This release includes
the right to associate a link or website posting of the submission and any related audio, video or graphics that might
be associated with the contribution. This is not a transfer of copyright. You will of course be credited as copyright
holder and/or performer – please PRINT in clear block letters the correct wording you wish to be used. If not already
provided, I also require a copy of the above material in the form of a printed document or electronic file (PDF, DOC, or
MP3) for reproduction, as noted. If there is an additional copyright holder, please let me know to whom I should apply.
Because the book is in the process of being written, granting this release does not guarantee inclusion in the book.
Notes:

Copyright
Please PRINT your full name above as you would like to be credited in the book AND the correct name/year for copyright notice.

Please indicate above the website URL you would like referenced in the book (if any).
Additional copyright holder (if any) for this submission. Name, Company, Address, Phone, Email

Please return a completed, signed copy of this release by postal mail or Email at your earliest convenience.
Sincerely,

I hereby grant the above rights to the materials noted above:

James R. Alburger

___________________________
Signed

_______________________
Date

___________________________
Printed name

_______________________
Email

So I can mail your copy,
Print Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________
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